Guidelines combine spirituality, recovery

KU researchers have developed a set of guidelines for making spirituality part of recovery based on research they performed both with providers and consumers of mental health services.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

Chancellor testifies on budget

Chancellor Bernadette Gray-Little testified to the Kansas House Education Budget Committee Feb. 18 about Gov. Sam Brownback’s budget recommendation for KU and the Kansas Board of Regents system.
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Facility boosts computing power

KU researchers now have access to a new facility capable of supporting 24 times more high-performance computing power, thanks to completion of a two-year renovation and improvement project funded by a $4.7 million grant from the National Institutes of Health.
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KU to screen 'Codebreaker'

The University of Kansas will stage a screening of Patrick Sammon’s docudrama “Codebreaker” at 6 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21, in the Spencer Museum of Art Auditorium. It will follow with a question-and-answer period with the producer.
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